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toyota 4runner wikipedia

Apr 01 2024

height 66 1 in 1 680 mm curb weight 3 520 3 760 lb 1 595 1 705 kg for the first generation n60 series hilux surf and export specification

4runner introduced in 1983 toyota instead of developing an entirely new model modified the existing hilux n50 n60 n70 with short bed

pickup body

difference between american 4runner and the hilux surf

Feb 29 2024

surf is right hand drive 4r is left surf has diesel engine gas engine an option 4r only had gas engines surf usually had more electronic

gizmos than 4r counterpart at least 3rd gen did surf is no longer made 4r is currently on sale as a 5th gen surf has many cool aftermarket

toys available 4r not as much depending on tastes

3rd gen toyota 4runner what to know about the third version

Jan 30 2024

two 3 0 liter diesel engines were available for japanese market 4runners aka the hilux surf related next gen 2025 toyota 4runner will have



hybrid powertrain

2023 toyota 4runner 40th anniversary edition first test age

Dec 29 2023

that converted n60 generation hilux surf arrived in an suv curious america as the 4runner and this aging fifth gen n280 2023 toyota 4runner

is channeling that og ute not with a removable

toyota hilux surf 4runner review a capable suv be forward

Nov 27 2023

the fourth generation toyota hilux surf equipped with a 3l intercooler turbodiesel generates 122 kw 163 hp and 343 nm 253 lb ft which isn t

fantastic but capable nonetheless the available gasoline powered 4l v6 and 4 7l v8 engines are more powerful though not as popular as the

turbodiesel

3rd gen surf review toyota 4runner forum largest 4runner

Oct 27 2023

the latest surf line up comes with two petrol engine configurations a 3rz 16 valve 2 7 litre four 110kw at 4500 rpm and a 5vz quad cam 3 4



litre v6 136kw at 4800 rpm there are also two four cylinder turbo diesels the 1kz te as tested is rated at 96kw at 3600 rpm and 289nm at

2000 rpm while an air to air intercooled version of the
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